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WWII U-BOATS LAND SABOTEURS
The Authority Group presents an original documentary portraying the historic battle of WWII ships in the
Atlantic as they engaged in war with German U-Boats. Recently declassified materials reveal that a
handful of German U-Boats sunk over 1,000-ships in the Atlantic and Caribbean causing chaos to
convoys of freighters and tankers carrying troops and war supplies. In the first days alone, it was
determined that one U-Boat sunk ten transports before returning to German bases. The newly
disclosed information on the secret role of the Enigma Machine and Code Breakers including the
dramatic landing of German Saboteurs armed with explosives are features in this historic perspective of
WWII. Commanding interviews and vintage footage is used throughout the documentary.

THE WOMAN OF WWII
The Authority Group presents a chronological social documentary
exploring the evolution and social structure of the role of women of World
War Two. Prominent war veterans, historians and numerous on-camera
interviews contribute to the story of woman as exemplary contributors to
what is known as the “Greatest Generation”. How they rose to the
challenge by demonstrating patriotism and volunteerism that continues
today is a focus of this documentary. Woman demonstrated an
extraordinary range of capabilities that were monumental toward our
winning the war. They were forced to make an abrupt transition from
housewife to military officers, health care professionals, secret service agents, code-breakers, weather
service technicians, assembly-line riveters, railroad operators, and entertainers. Post war, while many
women returned to civilian living, they were faced with life altering decisions and career choices. Social
issues surfaced and woman began to emerge as capable participating and skilled members of society.
MYSTERY SHIP OF WWII, SURCOUF
To the knowledge of The Authority Group the investigation into
the disappearance of Free French SURCOUF, WWII represents
the first time the world’s largest submarine and its demise has
been investigated, written and produced for television. Known as
a poorly constructed menace that patrolled the Atlantic,
Mediterranean, and Caribbean Sea never fired its cannons, guns
or operated at full power. The ship and crew sank somewhere in
the off French Martinique never to be discovered. The Freedom
of Information Act facilitated the release of documents that enabled the Authority Group to further
investigate and present an alternative theory to refute the common belief, disclosed in the documentary,
of the ships demise. THE FRENCH SURCOUF’s journey incorporates the allies and axis forces that are
presented in detail.
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